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rom different parts of Mexico, my family and I have collected various 
evidence of life, from fossils, conches, snails, insects, and sand dollars, 
to an imperfect emerald under the smallest, most precious rock, and even
a seemingly insignificant butterfly wing. To me, all of these things do have
a great significance. My connection with nature is fundamental. The rain,
the wind, the rainbow, and the smell of the wet ground have affected me
since I was a boy. 

There are two great interests which have gripped me since childhood.
One is my contact with nature and being in close proximity to the environ-
ment. As I matured, I became fascinated with mathematical texture. For
example, the conch shell, the exterior lines of an ostrich egg, or the simple
textures along the cocoon of a butterfly are each memorizing. This entire
sequence of sensations and experiences is what serves me for each project.
It not only appears in my work, but is also an inspiration for it.

Another interest was the circus. I remember when I was in elementary
school a small circus would be erected with marionettes every year and 
I wanted to mimic it. The circus made a significant impression on me;
there were horses galloping, dogs jumping, clowns and ballerinas dancing.
Also at that time, I constructed my first mini-circus (first with plasticine,
and then with wood) and I staged performances for my friends and rela-
tives, even though they were tiny productions. As a result of my contact
with nature and the circus, two principal characters have emerged that
inhabit the legends of my stories; one is Don Catarino, the Wizard of
Feathers and the other is Marco, The Cloud Painter. With these characters
and all my experiences, I am able work as a technician, as a maker of fantasy,
and also as a literary figure, since I write a story for each character. Most
importantly, I include humor with my work, because it is one of the main
reasons I make these pieces.
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The texts are the stories which were read to me as a child, when I was
very young. It was well before I could grasp a pencil with confidence and
draw. The stories were told by my mother, and I would listen remaining
very still and attentive. There were no particular times when the stories
were told; sometimes it was right before going to sleep or on Sunday
mornings. Other times I was told the stories right after getting a bump 
on the head or well into a winter’s night, while sitting next to the window
with a furious wind pounding the glass. There was only one aspect of the
stories that was certain—once they were told; you could not change a 
single word. Sometimes my mother would skip a word, and I would tell
her the word she missed. Over time, I knew each word by heart.

Each child has his own way of growing.
I grew stretching tall, with enormous
hands and feet, and my huge head
grew so much that I was able to wear
my dad’s hat. After a very long time, 
I learned to draw and create figures 
out of wood and I emerged as a grown
man and as an artist. Later I married
and had children, Cecilia and Bizu.
They also like to listen to stories, so I
passed along the tales I heard from 
my mother. My daughters now know
the history of “Jacinta, the Seal who
Found her Shadow” and the other 
fantasies. Therefore, when they grow
up, these vignettes can be passed
along to their children.

MA7 Don Catarino and the Mother Bird, 2004
Mixed Media Construction
26 x 28 x 15"
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MA9 The Queen Bee and the Cloud Painter, 2004
Mixed Media Construction
45 x 39 x 17"
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n a summer afternoon, when the last rays
of sunshine drenched the land, before the
moon appeared to light up the night, the
Painter of Clouds overheard an interesting

conversation between the Queen Bee and the
Moonflower. “Good evening!” said the Queen
Bee to the Moonflower.

The Moonflower opened her petals to 
welcome the Queen Bee, which hovered close 
to her. The Queen Bee graciously made the
courtesy of greeting her, wherein the Moonflower
responded, “Now is the time for dinner, dear
friend!”

The Painter of Clouds laughed. “Of course 
it is dinner time, beautiful and lovely little bee!
This is precisely why I am here, hoping to find
you, because it has stopped raining.”

Therefore the Queen Bee approached, 
flying next to the head of the Painter of Clouds,
practically brushing his face with her little 
wings. “How is it possible,” asked the Painter 
to the Bee, “to produce the prodigy, the
Moonflower, which you fertilize with your pollen,
while at the same time you are magically 
nourished with the multicolored nectar?”

“I honestly do not know,” said the Bee. 
“The fairies of nature are the ones who do it.
Wait...and I will explain!”

“Further than the last rose bushes, further
than the treetops, further than the last cloud,
grows a magic flower, called the Moonflower,
whose petals are of a pure crystal. Its corolla 
is multicolored and a gorgeous bouquet of silver
pistils awaits to nourish me. In the corolla exists
the seven colors that give life to the rainbow.
With your crystal, you can see into the drops 
of rain, and then transport the colors into a
beautiful arc from the sky to earth.”

The Painter of Clouds understood the whole
magical process and while he tenderly kissed
the little bee, he invited her to fly into his heart
and now they travel together to celebrate their
friendship.

O
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J
acinta was a beautiful young seal 
with polished skin and truly exquisite
whiskers. Her mother spent the whole
time praising her daughter’s skin, practi-

cally bragging to her friends, but Jacinta 
only talked about her whiskers.

Mr. Walrus, Jacinta’s uncle, had a set of
very rough whiskers, which moved rapidly as
he ate algae or when he licked his tusks after
a satisfying meal of unsuspecting fish.

Jacinta had great admiration for her uncle,
and for that reason she thought he was very
important for having such quality whiskers.
When Uncle Walrus saw Jacinta, he told her,
“My little one, keep your whiskers clean,
always clean.” The old Mrs. Manatee, who was
listening close by, said simply, “Humph…!”
and she withdrew chewing moist algae while
flapping her tailfin.

The whiskers, after all, do not have much
to do with this story. I only mention it because
Jacinta would appreciate, without doubt, that
you know this about her.

Jacinta was exactly one year old when she
first discovered her shadow. Her mother and
her aunts were sleeping by a fresh spring, her
dad and her uncles were asleep in the shade of
the cliff, and her friends were playfully diving in
the ocean. Jacinta, looking for someone to play
with, crossed the hot sands. The sun gave the
sand a brilliant golden color and she said, “I
don’t think the sun is so bad,” and when she
turned her head to look behind her, unexpect-
edly she saw the strangest dark gray seal
draped over the sand next to her. “Hello!” said
Jacinta. “Where did you come from?” The flat
seal did not answer, but turned its head the
same as Jacinta. Jacinta was enchanted and
played with the little gray seal the rest of the
afternoon. 

When she found her mother, she told her
the whole story. Her mother was startled,
“Jacinta,” she said, “I should tell you the truth

– the flat gray seal is your shadow, all seals
have shadows but many do not know it. The
eyes of a seal are designed to look forward on
the land and side to side in the water, but
almost never to look down.” 

There is an old legend of a young seal and
its shadow. This young seal, the day it found its
shadow, did not know that it would soon aban-
don its family and live with men. “Who are the
men?” Jacinta wanted to know. “Hush!” replied
her mother. “Never speak of them, some are
bad, others are good, now don’t think of the
men,” her mother said.

The summer quickly passed by for Jacinta
and all the sunny afternoons she played with
her shadow. The last day in August, she heard
some terrible news… “The men, the men!”
screamed the seals while they scattered in the
water. Only a young one remained. “Poor little
one!” said one of the men. Jacinta looked at
him and closed her eyes, frightened, while
three other men surrounded her. They trapped
her and put her in a wooden cage, and she
traveled a long time. Her destination was a
small but pretty circus with clowns, animals
and all that an exciting circus had to offer. 

A man ended up being very nice to Jacinta;
he fed her fish and gently stroked her head.
Soon Jacinta was as tame as a dog and the
man began to teach her tricks. They were
together in a circus ring, where she learned 
to balance a ball on the tip of the nose, to
catch a fish and to play the tambourine. She
also knew that the man’s name was Facundo
and that he was very well known as the best
performer of the “diabolo” (devil sticks), a 
balancing trick made of two double cones 
that glide on a cord, which he controlled with
mastery.

When Jacinta heard Facundo’s voice, she
gleefully barked. Jacinta also learned to bal-
ance a ball on top of a chair and she could
stand on her head. One day Jacinta and

Facundo had to perform their tricks in front of
a large crowd. That night the band was play-
ing for hundreds of people seated all over the
arena. Jacinta was very nervous, but decided
to do her best. There were so many people and
it was so loud!

They climbed the platform in the center ring
and everyone remained absolutely silent. The
ringmaster announced, “Ladies and gentle-
men! I have the pleasure of introducing
Facundo and his incredible diabolo act and the
most talented seal in the world… Jacinta, the
only seal that can balance two objects on her
nose at the same time and the only seal that
can stand on her head. Now, I present for you
all, Jacinta and Facundo.” The band then pro-
ceeded to play accordingly and the whole
crowd applauded. Poor Jacinta! Turning her
frightened eyes toward Facundo, she started
her first trick, and a brilliant white light
enveloped her. When Jacinta began to take
the ball, her shadow started to do the same
under the light from the lamp. Jacinta the seal,
recognizing her old friend, the shadow, began
to play with her and she performed all the
tricks perfectly.

“Is it not true that this little seal is magnifi-
cent?” exclaimed with surprise the women in
the arena. “Look how she bows her head after
each trick, like she is shy with Facundo!” 
They did not know that Jacinta was speaking
to her shadow. The applause grew louder and
Facundo screamed with delight. Afterwards,
Facundo said to the ringmaster, “I was con-
cerned that she would be afraid of the spotlight,
but just the opposite happened, she appeared
to like it.” “It is best that she remains in the
spotlight” replied the ringmaster. This 
is the story of how Jacinta rediscovered her
shadow and when she had to do tricks in front
of a large crowd, her shadow would perform at
her side. No one knew how happy she was
when the spotlight pointed toward her.
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MA12 The Seal who Found her Shadow, 2005
Mixed Media Construction
23 1/4 x 24 1/2 x 14 1/2"



bove, in the Kingdom of the Sun, 
there is a palace made completely of
gold surrounded by a magnificent 
garden. The trees have leaves of the

purest gold, the stems of the flowers are
made of the same material, the petals are
precious stones, and the corollas are diamonds.
Golden birds with beaks of rubies sing the
most beautiful songs day and night, and
fountains of gold sprout crystals and fresh
waters in the Kingdom of the Sun. This
palace is the domain of the King of the Sun.
He has lived here for centuries and centuries
with the Queen, the Princess, and his ministers
who are the Rays of Sun.

Each morning, the King sends his minis-
ters to all parts of the cosmos. The Rays of
Sun use swift stallions and they do not leave
any corner unvisited. Upon returning to the
Kingdom of the Sun, the little Princess awaits
them, anxious to hear the magnificent stories
which were told by these ministers to the
beautiful universe.

One day, a Ray of Sun arrived later than
the others and when the King asked the rea-
son why, the minister told him that he was in
an undiscovered land. It was a land with an
immense plain that was cold and sterile, and
in the middle of the strange land there was a
forest whose trees are made of pure silver. In
the magnificent palace of silver, lived a lady
wearing a regal suit plated in silver. Her hair
was white and upon it rested a bleak crown
of silver. Her son, a child with a beautiful pale
face, also wore a suit of silver.

The Ray of Sun would have liked to know
more of this very sad land, but he had to
return and the journey was long. The little
Princess, who listened to the marvelous
story, was very concerned and said to the
Ray of Sun, “Tomorrow you will take me to
this pale Prince. I want him to be my play-
mate.” “Impossible! The Queen of the Moon
would never consent for her son, the Prince, 
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MA15 The Prince of the Moon and the Princess of the Sun, 2006
Mixed Media Construction
25 x 14 1/2 x 11"
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to travel to the Kingdom of the Sun. After knowing about the land
which I visited, it is clear that the Kingdom of the Sun and the Kingdom
of the Moon can never be together, for the Moon appears when the
Sun rests in the sky.”

The girl was left very distraught knowing she could never spend
time with this would-be little friend. The little Princess could not forget
the Prince of the Moon and her thoughts were always with him.

One day, when the beautiful Princess was crying the Ray of Sun, who
was very fond of her, approached and said, “Do not cry anymore
Princess; tell me of your grief.” The Princess wiped her tears and
answered, “Oh, dear friend! If I could
only know the Prince of the Moon…but
I realize it is impossible.” The Ray of
Sun told the princess that there was
one possibility to fulfill her desire and
stated, “There exists a unique period of
time when the Moon finds the Sun, it is
called an eclipse.” The Rays of the Sun
and the Moon rest their proud steeds,
and the Sun and the Moon travel
together in a ship upon the rivers of the
sky and navigate for a brief moment in
the dark waters of the sky.

The princess was pleased that in
the end her dream could come true.
“Oh, dear friend! If you want to relieve
my grief, go to the land of silver and
tell the pale Prince that will meet me
when the celestial event occurs.” The
little Princess plucked a beautiful flower
which graced the cosmos and while
handing it to the minister said, “Give
this to the pale Prince so that he sees
how beautiful the Kingdom of the Sun
is, and tell him I want to know him.”

The Ray of Sun, carrier of the message, made his white horse run
fast. He quickly arrived at the Moon and found the Prince seated at the
edge of the large lake of silver staring out sadly into the waters.

When the Prince of the Moon saw the Ray of the Sun, he was very
surprised because he had never seen any color other than the cold color
of silver of his land. He listened to the Ray of Sun tell him, “The beautiful
little Princess of the Sun sends me to deliver this flower to you, which is
the same as the color of her eyes, and insists that you join her in the ship
that travels when the night is day.” The Prince, who had never seen any

flowers other than the sad and pale plants of the Moon, thought how
marvelous this gift was and added, “How beautiful the Princess must
be if her eyes are the same color as this flower. I will join her in the
ship.” This is how the Ray of Sun shared the event with the little
Princess.

The very happy little Princess asked the Ray of Sun when they could
have the rendezvous, “Little Princess,” said the Ray of Sun, “Eighteen
years and eleven and a half days are called Saros, which is the same
as two hundred and thirty-three moon rises and the end of this period
produces the Eclipse.” The little Princess did not understand one word,

but she did realize that it would be a
long time and she began to cry.

The Ray of Sun consoled her telling
her that she was lucky that she was 
at the right age (eighteen years and
eleven days) and that in a couple of
hours she could attain her dream. The
Ray of Sun hoisted the little Princess
in the ship and she found herself with
the Prince of the Moon. He whispered
in her ear, “We have so much to talk
about and so little time.” Her parents,
the King and Queen of the Sun, were
waiting in the ship as a surprise. Instead
of scolding her for her disobedience, 
they gave the Princess and the Prince
permission to be together.

The land of the Moon appeared to
have completely changed. The lake of
silver, which was very sad before,
changed and shined like gold. Yet, the
one who most benefited from the pres-
ence of the Princess was the beautiful
Prince of the Moon; his countenance
was no longer sad, but now happy. He

no longer spent the days seated by the edge of the lake of silver, but
jumped, sang and played in his happiness.

The Queen was so pleased with the Princess of the Sun that she
declared, as an official decree, the lapse of the lunar month (which
lasts twenty-nine and one half days) and ordered that the servants
would bear torches of silver along the entire boundary of the Moon, so
that the land would shine like a star, with the same brilliance of the
Sun, and the sky would contemplate its splendor and beauty. This is
what is called a Harvest Moon.
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little girl, Josefa, looked curiously
through the window which faced the
garden. Her mother did not understand
what was going on and wondered what

had captured her daughter’s attention; a bug,
a little bird? Perhaps a strange animal made
its way by the fence and that is what had her
daughter so preoccupied.

Her mother wanted to be sure. “What are
you looking at out there with such curiosity,
Josefa?” “A lion.” answered the little girl with-
out taking her eyes away from the window. 
“A lion! My heavens! Get away from the win-
dow!” Her mother, with desperation, pulled
the girl away and looked out the window in
fear. “There is no lion out there. Why have you
lied to me?” “I did not lie to you,” said Josefa.
“Look carefully, a little lion with bells around
its neck is standing there looking towards the
window.”

When the mother approached the window
for a second time she saw nothing; she only
noticed a breeze which shook the leaves of
the tree with force. “I do not see any lion,”
said her mother. “I think you are lying.” “No,
mother, the little lion ran toward the branches
because it was frightened.” The mother took
another look. “I do not see it, but fine, fine, 
let us eat dinner.”

They began to eat their soup, stew, salad,
and desert, and then the little girl asked for
some fruit. “Why do you need more food
Josefa? Why are you saving it, are you going
to eat it later?” “No mother, I am going to give
it to my little lion.” The mother, just to be safe
called the firemen, since there were no zoolo-
gists around. They did not live near a forest,
and they had to be cautious.

Then she heard a siren in the distance. The
firemen arrived and knocked at the door, and
the mother explained everything. The firemen
inspected the entire garden; they spent three
hours seeking any possible hiding spots. The
neighbors became concerned and one woman

10

MA14 The Magic Lion, 2006
Mixed Media Construction
Closed:  30 x 14 1/2 x 16"
Opened:  30 x 20 1/2 x 16"
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with her son asked what was going on. “They
say some animal got loose in this neighbor-
hood, and there is nothing, not even a strange
animal.” “I saw a little lion yesterday.” said
the boy. The firemen were surprised. They
were sure it was a hoax, but the boy also 
saw it, so this was something very strange.
The mystery continued to grow as all the
neighborhood children had seen the lion. By
midnight, it appeared as a carnival, with all
the adults out in the street searching for a
ferocious lion, big and mean, which was
frightening their children and families.

Meanwhile, amongst all the madness,
Josefa found her little lion. She followed the
tiny animal, which appeared to dance with
such joy as its bells jingled loudly. She did 
not lose sight of her at any given moment and
the moonlight sparkled like emeralds on the
leaves of an apple tree. When Josefa adjusted
her eyes to the marvel before her, she was
able to distinguish that one of the juicy apples
opened up and inside was a seated figure,
who warmly welcomed the lion, which nestled
by its feet like a tame cat.

So absorbed was Josefa in discovering
these creatures before her that she did not
realize how much time had gone by. From 
all the fruits from the orchard came out tiny
creatures, ferocious animals, and mysterious
little men, and from a huge gourd came out a
carriage pulled by several tiny horses. Inside
the carriage was a tiny, young girl wearing a
lovely dress made of the most beautiful and
finest materials. On top of her blond curls sat
a crown encrusted with diamonds, her feet
were fitted with shoes made of silver, and
draped over her shoulders was a coat made
of fine spider silk.

Josefa, who had never seen creatures so
beautiful, was certain that they were fairies
like in stories. “My lady, beautiful Princess of
the Fairies!” shouted Josefa with tears in her
eyes, “Don’t belittle me! I do not want to harm

you!” The tiny creature was pleased how she
called her a princess.

“I am neither a princess nor a fairy; I am
only a spirit of nature who oversees the
blooming of the trees and protects the ripen-
ing of its fruit. I am known as the Springtime
and I have a thousand and one last minute
errands to do. The flowers that have been
germinated along the path need to be trans-
planted, it is essential that I oversee each
bird’s nest and mold each egg with its corre-
sponding little markings, I have to wake up
the chrysalis and loosen its corsets, splash
spots on ladybugs, and provide nourishment
for every kind of little hungry insect.”

The Springtime continued her explanation
to Josefa. “As you can see, I have much work
to do. But, the creature you see in the interior
of the apple is called “Manzano,” a very
beautiful creature of the orchard, with its head
adorned with exquisite little apples. In the
spring, accompanied by the lion, they both
play until dusk. He has the not so easy task 
of frightening generations and generations of
birds noted for eating fruits. This reminds the
birds that the appropriate time to eat the fruit
is when it is ripe, and the fruit has a succu-
lent red color. This ensures that the seeds
they eat, along with the pulp, upon digestion
will be then deposited in other locations and
germination is repeated for a new tree.
However, since the birds are stubborn, the
lion jumps and uses the bells around its neck,
this way she frightens even the hungriest of
birds.”

Josefa listened in awe to the tiny creature
that stood before her and she began to
understand that it is only children who have
the ability to witness such marvelous crea-
tures. The terror of the unknown and the dis-
tress displayed by adults, blind them from the
magical reality which surrounds us.

When an immobile ray of sun interrupted
the silent obscurity of the orchard and slight

specks of dust sparkled in the light, one by
one the marvelous creatures began to disap-
pear. The last one to gradually disappear was
the Springtime, who before doing so, whis-
pered in Josefa’s ear, “Be happy dear child
and never forget when biting into an apple, not
only is it a delight for the palette, but also it is
a living creature, as alive as your imagination.”
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ot far from a pond, on the edge of the forest, an old tree stands
coarse and bare, and inside is the workshop of Don Catarino, the
Wizard of Feathers. The scattered light illuminates the rich setting
where distinct works are produced within. On one table, he sews

each of the precious fibers of a macaw feather, and on an easel, he
paints the gleaming coloration of the feathers of a hummingbird.

Generation after generation, many birds have visited his workshop.
Numerous owls have left overjoyed with their thick, comfortable feathers
that protect them from the cold winter, and lovely peacocks receive the
gleam of their tail feathers thanks to Don Catarino, who with skilled
hands, brings these works to life.

When birds cannot access his workshop, Don Catarino travels to them in
a shiny ostrich egg; he dons a bird mask and for his work he carries a pre-
cious sewing kit. Instead of thread, there is a green peacock feather, a blue
feather from a carrier pigeon, a white dove’s feather, the sunflower feather

MA5 The Wizard of the Feathers, 2003
Mixed Media Construction
17 x 20 1/4 x 10 3/4"
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of a hummingbird, and silver needles and scissors of the purest gold. 
Don Catarino and his sewing kit are transported via silent wheels

that barely caress the carpet of foliage on the ground. With this magical
equipment, he accommodates the birds that need him, in every corner

of the forest, as far up as the tangled branches of the highest trees.
As the sun rises in the sky and disperses its heat everywhere, Don

Catarino realizes it is time to return to the ancient tree trunk, which he
keeps like a hearth.

MA7 Don Catarino and the Mother Bird, 2004
Mixed Media Construction
26 x 28 x 15"
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aria was a girl who loved unicorns
and her grandfather, year after year,
would give one to her for her birth-
day. They were so varied and beauti-

ful that they would stimulate her imagination.
One day, Maria was invited to spend her

summer vacation at a ranch. Upon her arrival
she saw a horse, approached him and said, 
“If you had a horn, you would be perfect.”

During the days that she spent at the
ranch, she took it upon herself to give him
lumps of sugar, brush him, ride him, and
caress him constantly, but there was always
something missing from this beautiful horse.

One morning, upon arriving at the stable, 
she discovered something marvelous—from 
the forehead of the horse emerged a beam of
fantastic luminosity! It was so brilliant she felt
compelled to investigate to better observe and
she discovered that it was a magnificent horn.

Maria immediately attempted to ride the 
unicorn, and with giant leaps he would tra-
verse clouds like cotton, at which height they
discovered lagoons that reflected the moon.

M

MA13 Maria’s Unicorn, 2005
Mixed Media Construction
30 x 24 x 11"
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